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President to veto bill
that requires rapid
cabinet appointments
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The USC men’s
basketball team will tip
off the season tonight in a
preseason game against
Kentucky Wesleyan.

See page 8
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Ross, Senate debate
nomination process
Josh Dawsey

Basketball Exhibition
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Tw o b i l l s t h a t
w o u l d c h a n g e S t u d e nt
Government’s nomination
process to it s exec ut ive
cabinet were discussed on
Wednesday night, but it’s
not defi nite whether either
will make it into the body’s
codes.
Leg islat ion f rom Sen.
M at t Ung a r t hat wou ld
require the Student Body
President to appoint t he
entire cabinet within three
weeks of inauguration was
approved by the body in a
23-2 vote, but Ross is likely
to veto the bill.
Another bill proposed by
Ungar that would require
the entire Student Senate to
vote on every nomination
t o t he p r e s ide nt ’s
executive cabinet, even if
a Senate committee votes

unfavorably on a nominee,
was tabled in a 14-12 vote
by the body.
But Ungar, along with
Sen. Ben Bu l lock , a re
working on revisions and
hope to bring the bill up
for debate ag a i n i n t he
upcoming weeks.
The legislation forcing
the Student Body President
to fill the cabinet within
week s d id n’t br i ng
contentious debate in the
Senate, but Ross devoted
mu c h of h e r r e p o r t t o
explaining her opposition.
“It doesn’t behoove any
president to leave positions
open in a cabinet,” Ross,
a f ou r t h-y e a r p ol it ic a l
science student, said. “It
could leave the president
nominating someone he or
she didn’t feel was qualified
to meet the requirement.”
I n her repor t prior to
t he vote, Ross all but
guaranteed a veto.
But a n amendment by
S e n . B e n B u l l o c k t h at
would give Senate power
to grant time extensions
when deemed necessary by

the body led her to say she
wasn’t sure whether or not
she’d use her veto power for
the fi rst time.
Senators could overturn
Ross’s veto w it h a t wothirds vote, but Ross isn’t
sure they would.
“If I vetoed a bill, there’s
no tel l i ng how senators
would vote after a measure
like that was taken,” she
said. “I t h in k it sends a
pretty strong message.”
T he leg islat ion t hat
would require a Senate vote
on every cabinet nominee
brought more heated
conversation.
C u r r e n t l y, a S e n a t e
com m it tee can deny
a nomination after
inter viewing the person.
If the committee reports
u nfavorably, t here is no
vote of the full senate, and
the application is dead.
“This legislation would
have given ever y senator
a chance to ask questions
of a nominee,” Sen. Matt
Ungar, the bill’s sponsor,
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Amherst College’s Christina Martinez is tackled by
Middlebury College’s Charlie Hofmann.

WIZARD SPORT
COMES TO USC
Gamecock Quidditch
brings magical game
to Muggle world
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Sarah Peterman
STAFF WRITER

The Mix Tape
The free swine flu vaccine
on campus and a New
Orleans music festival are
two things Colin Jones
highlights in the Mix Tape.

See page 6

Governor elections go
to GOP
Local
politics
could be
the arena
for a rebuild
of the
Republican
party if
Austin
Democrats Jackson
Second-year
aren’t
political science
careful
student
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Student Body President Meredith Ross plans to veto a bill that would require Student Body
President to appoint all members of cabinet just three weeks after inauguration.

USC to have campus-wide Wi-Fi
New wireless system to expand
coverage to all buildings, dorms

See page 5
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Swim and Dive preview
The men’s and women’s
teams focus on improving
their individual times in
hopes of beating out
Tennessee on Friday.
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University Technology Services is in the
process of equipping USC with complete
wireless coverage by Aug ust 2010, with
improvements starting next week.
The schedule, which UTS Public Relations
Coordinator Kimberly South said is completely
tentative, will add new wireless coverage to
Flinn Hall, Maxcy College, Strom Thurmond
Wellness & Fitness Center, Barnwell College,
Sims and Hamilton College. The upgrade will
take place between Nov. 10 and 13 and also
includes the Roost, Green Quad, South Quad,
East Quad and the Humanities office and
classroom building.
The next phase of the wireless upgrade will
equip Bates House, Bates West, the Close/
Hipp building, Gambrell Hall and 1600
Hampton St. between Nov. 16 and 20. The
last November phase is South Tower on Nov.
23. South said the December schedule should
be announced soon and students, faculty and
staff can keep up with the scheduled wireless
upgrades by viewing UTS’s Web site.
South said these dates are subject to change
based on factors such as weather, but so far
there have not been any many major issues.
South said the project, a collaboration
between AT&T and USC which began in the
summer, is going to take a lot of time because
there are so many buildings on USC’s campus,
and many of them are historical.
AT&T was hired for the job because it
worked out best for USC.

David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Graduate student, Sarah Swinney uses
wireless Internet on the Horseshoe.
“We knew this was a need for the campus,”
South said. “We hope we’ve come up with the
best option for everybody.”
The new wireless system will unify USC’s
wireless network into one central system.
South said that with the current system, many
departments have individual internal networks,
but these will be switched over to the AT&T
system.
In an interview with The Daily Gamecock
in August, Vice president of information
technology and CIO Bill Hogue said the
current system is six or seven years old, and
his office has never been completely satisfied
WIRELESS ● 3

Quidditch has f inally
been brought to t he
Muggle world. A nd to
USC.
Quidditch, a fictional
spor t i nvented by J.K .
Rowl i ng i n t he H a r r y
Potter series, is played on
f lying broomsticks with
various balls and pieces
of equipment. However,
ambitious students around
the world have created a
“Muggle” or non-magical,
version of the game.
N o a h
C l a r k ,
Dom i n ique Joh nson
a n d B u r n s Ne w s o m e ,
all freshmen, decided to
bring Quidditch to USC
and are co-fou nders of
Gamecock Quidditch, the
University’s newest club
sport.
“I had seen it played
at ot her schools a nd
saw USC didn’t have a
t e a m , s o I de c ide d t o
start one,” said Clark, an
i nter n at ion a l bu si ne s s
student.
Johnson and Newsome
too were trying to start a
team and decided to join
forces with Clark.
After some preliminary
work, the team made USC
a n of f ic ia l pa r t of t he
Intercollegiate Quidditch
A ssociat ion. About 225
schools a re a pa r t of
t he A s s o c i at ion . T h i s
qualifies the schools for
discounts on brooms and
special merchandise and
lends an air of legitimacy
to the team.
T h e I nt e r c o l le g i at e
Q u idd itch A ssoc iat ion
also spells out the official
rules of Quidditch.
Wit h dodge balls
b e i n g s u b s t it u t e d f o r
bludgers, slightly deflated
volleyballs used as quaffles
and a person dressed in
yellow with a tennis ball
act i ng as t he lucrat ive
golden snitch, t he
game has some obvious
differences. However, the
spirit of the game is still
the same.
“We want to encourage
ca ma rader ie t h rough
the magical sport
o f Q u i d d i t c h ,” s a i d
Newsome, a marine
science and environmental
science student.
Clark said one of the

b enef it s of Q u idd it c h
is that ever yone will be
equally inexperienced.
“ No one is goi ng to
have prior experience,”
Clark said. “It’s great if
you love playing sports
but aren’t ver y good at
them. Everyone learns the
rules together.”
W hile the sport
originated in the
Northeast, its popularity
is growing among
sout hern schools. LSU
a nd S C A D b ot h h a v e
large, successf ul teams.
Cu r rent ly G a mecock
Qu idditch members
are t r y i ng to orga n ize
a Carolina Duel
c o mp e t it io n w it h NC
State for next semester.
Even t hough t he
sport is growing in
p opu l a r it y, t he g roup
says it has ex perienced
some negativity. Playing
a magical sport based on
the Harr y Potter series
has subjected members to
threats of lost friendships
a nd conf usion w it h
things like Dungeons and
Dragons.
Cla rk says t he best
way to combat t hese
m isconcept ions is to
watch a s Q u idd itch is
played. W it h YouTube
videos from many of the
teams, it becomes clear
that Quidditch is a contact
sport.
“After videos of people
gett ing k nocked dow n,
t hat u sua l ly cha nges
t h e i r m i n d s ,” C l a r k
said. “There is a lot of
spor t i ng st rateg y, a nd
you’re a l lowed f u l l- on
tackles. Many players are
former rugby and lacrosse
players.”
W h i le Q u idd it c h i s
very physical and the team
hopes to be competitive,
t he co-fou nders all
emphasize that ultimately
it is about fun.
“We really just wa nt
people to have fun doing
s o m e t h i n g t h a t ’s n o t
typical,” Johnson said.
The team had it s
f i r s t i nt ere s t me et i n g
Wednesday. They plan to
form small teams within
Gamecock Quidditch so
they can play against each
other week ly. For more
information or to inquire
ab out joi n i n g a t e a m ,
visit the Facebook page
Gamecock Quidditch.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.
sc.edu
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CALENDAR
What: University 101

Business Etiquette
Class
When: 8 a.m.
Where: Russell House,
Room 205

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS
LOCAL
Candidates discuss climate

When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH, Room

ORANGEBURG — Offshore oil drilling, wind and
nuclear power and global warming brought together
five Democrat and five Republican candidates for
governor in an unusual bipartisan debate Tuesday.
If “the issue is global warming, well some folks
say it’s global cooling,” Republican state Sen. Larry
Grooms of Bonneau said. He noted the fossil record
might show that the Orangeburg auditorium where the
debate was held was underwater eons ago.
Other candidates had no doubt on that score. “I think
the science is clear that global warming does exist,” said
Democrat Dwight Drake, a Columbia lawyer. He noted
he had no more appetite for “oil wars.”
Grooms and other candidates said addressing global
warming concerns shouldn’t come at the expense of
forcing restrictions on businesses that would kill jobs.
Instead, he called for incentives.
Lt. Gov. Andre Bauer called on creating an array of
incentives that would eliminate corporate income taxes
for “green” companies. That way, “we would be known
as the green capitol of the world. ... It would be a great
way to draw in investment throughout the world in
South Carolina,” Bauer said.
And state Education Superintendent Jim Rex, a
Democrat, suggested harvesting the political season’s
rising winds. “Well, if we put a wind turbine in front
of this stage, we could solve a lot of the energy needs of
this state,” Rex said.
The candidates said the state should try to harness
wind and solar power. And even if that doesn’t pan
out, the state’s poised to cash in on wind turbine
manufacturing, Republican U.S. Rep. Gresham Barrett
said.

What: USC Women’s

NATIONAL

What: Student

Government Blitz
Week
When: Noon
Where: Greene Street
What: Student Health

Services Forum

When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 205
What: Net Impact

Undergrad meeting

When: 5 p.m.
Where: BA, Room 351
What: African

American Institute
meetings
When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 348
What: VOX meeting
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 302
What: Debate of the

Carolina Debate Union

322/326

Bible Study
6:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 304
What: NASHI meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where:

Gambrell 152

What: Academic Team

practice

When: 7 p.m.
Where: Gambrell,

Room 204

SPORTS
SCHEDULE
Men’s Basketball
Today
Kentucky Wesleyan Exh
Columbia, S.C.
7:00 PM

Swimming & Diving
Friday
Tennessee
@ Knoxville, Tenn.
2:00 PM

FOLLOW US
ONLINE
TWITTER
NEWS: thegamecock
SPORTS: TDG_Sports
MIX: gamecockmix

FACEBOOK
Become a fan of
The Daily Gamecock

YOUTUBE
Subsribe to our
YouTube channel:
thedailygamecock

Maine approves pot referendum
PORTLAND, Maine — Voters approved a referendum
mak ing Maine the fifth state to allow retail pot
dispensaries, but medical marijuana advocates say
it won’t become like California, where hundreds of
marijuana shops have popped up and come under
critical scrutiny.
Referendum opponents pointed at Los Angeles as
proof that cannabis outlets are a bad idea. There, the
district attorney has vowed to crack down on places
that are selling the drug to people who don’t qualify.
But Ethan Nadelmann of the New York-based
Drug Policy Alliance said there’s no chance Maine
will become like Los Angeles, which he called the
“wild west” of medical marijuana, because of stricter
provisions.
Maine law requires that dispensaries be licensed by
the state, while California law does not, he said. Maine
law also narrowly defines medical conditions for which
patients can be prescribed pot, while California allows
doctors to recommend it for virtually any ailment.
Nonetheless, the director of the Maine Drug
Enforcement Agency said the language of the Maine
referendum lacks proper oversight and control. The
potential exists for a dispensary to become “nothing
more than a storefront for the criminal activity of drug
dealing, which is the experience in California,” Roy
McKinney said.
Fourteen states have laws allowing some use of
marijuana for medical purposes. Maine’s medical
marijuana law, fi rst approved in 1999, allows the use
of pot for debilitating conditions such as cancer, AIDS
and multiple sclerosis.

INTERNATIONAL
Palestinians issue warning
UNITED N ATIO NS — T he Pa le st i n ia n s on
Wednesday warned Israel that they will seek justice for
war crimes allegedly committed during last winter’s
Gaza conf lict, in the U.N. Securit y Council and
through the International Criminal Court.
Riyad Mansour, the Palestinian U.N. observer,
urged the General Assembly to support a resolution,
stemming from a report by South African Judge
R ichard Goldstone, that calls on Israel and the
Palestinians to carry out independent investigations of
human rights violations.
But Israel’s U.N. Ambassador, Gabriela Shalev,
warned that “the Goldstone report and this debate
do not promote peace — they damage any effort to
revitalize negotiations in our region.”
Goldstone’s report recommended the Securit y
Council require both sides to carr y out credible
investigations into alleged abuses during the confl ict
— in which 13 Israelis and almost 1,400 Palestinians,
including hundreds of civilians, were killed, and
thousands wounded — and to follow that up with
action in their courts.
If either side refuses, the investigators recommended
the Security Council refer the evidence for prosecution
by the International Criminal Court, the world’s first
permanent war crimes tribunal.

— The Associated Press
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PIC OF THE DAY

Kellie Duff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

A USC student swims in the pool infront of the Thomas Cooper Library
Wednesday afternoon after he lost a bet to friends.

H1N1 FLU SHOTS AVAILABLE
USC’s Student Health Center
will offer another free f lu clinic
tonight from 5 to 8 p.m. at the
Thomson Student Health Center.
All faculty, staff and students are
eligible to receive the vaccine at
these clinics. You must present your
University ID card at the clinic to
receive the vaccine.
In accordance with the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
guidelines, the live, attenuated
intranasal H1N1 vaccine is only
available to healthy faculty, staff
and students who are between 2 to

24 years old or are between 25 to 49
years old and live with or care for
infants younger than 6 months of
age or are health care or emergency
medical care personnel.
A very limited supply of injectable
H1N1 vaccine will be available to
pregnant faculty, staff and students
at the clinic.
Student Health Services’ current
supply of H1N1 vaccine is limited
and it can only offer the vaccine
to faculty, staff and students. The
center will offer more clinics as
additional vaccine is made available.

WEIRD HEADLINES
L o n d o n M a y o r R i d e s t o truck stop talking with friends over drinks
of a sugarcane liquor known as cachaca,
Woman’s Rescue
When Franny Armstrong found herself
surrounded by a group of teenage girls, one
of them armed with an iron bar, she knew
she needed help. And she got it, from a very
unexpected source.
The mayor of London, Boris Johnson,
appeared suddenly on his bicycle and charged
the group of attackers, chasing them off,
British media reported Wednesday. (AOL)

Man Shows Up Alive at Own
Funeral
RIO DE JANEIRO — A Brazilian bricklayer
reportedly killed in a car crash shocked his
mourning family by showing up alive at his
funeral.
Relatives of Ademir Jorge Goncalves, 59,
had identified him as the victim of a Sunday
night car crash in Parana state in southern
Brazil, police said.
As is customary in Brazil, the funeral was
held the following day, which happened to be
the holiday of Finados, when Brazilians visit
cemeteries to honor the dead.
What family members didn’t know was
that Goncalves had spent the night at a

his niece Rosa Sampaio told the O Globo
newspaper. He did not get word about his
own funeral until it was already happening
Monday morning. (AP)

Man says image of Jesus
appears on truck window
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. — Jim Stevens said
he’s not particularly religious and is clueless
about why an image resembling Jesus Christ
keeps appearing on his pickup. Stevens, of
Jonesborough, said nearly every morning, an
image that looks to him like the face of Jesus
Christ has appeared in the condensation on
the driver’s side window of his Isuzu truck.
A Johnson City Press photo of the truck
showed a facial image. (AP)

Officials: Swine flu confirmed
in Iowa cat
DES MOINES, Iowa — A 13-year-old
Iowa cat has been infected wit h swine
f lu, veterinary and federal officials said
Wednesday, and it is believed to be the first
case of the H1N1 virus in a feline. (AP)

TODAY IN HISTORY
1775:
Continental Army Commander in Chief General George Washington condemns his troops’
planned celebration of the British anti-Catholic holiday Guy Fawkes Night, as he is simultaneously struggling to win French-Canadian Catholics to the Patriot cause.

1862:
In Minnesota, more than 300 Santee Sioux are found guilty of raping and murdering English
settlers and are sentenced to hang.

1911:
Leonard Slye, later known as Roy Rogers, is born in Cincinnati, Ohio. Rogers first came to
Hollywood in the 1920s as a migrant fruit picker.

1930:
Sinclair Lewis is awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature “for his vigorous and graphic art of
description and his ability to create, with wit and humor, new types of characters.” Lewis,
born in Sauk Center, Minnesota, was the first American to win the distinguished award.

1968:
Eight years after being defeated by John F. Kennedy in the 1960 election, Richard Nixon
defeats Hubert H. Humphrey and is elected president.

1970:
U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam reports the lowest weekly death toll in five
years. Twenty-four Americans died in combat during the last week of October, the fifth
consecutive week that the U.S. death toll was under 50.

1977:
31-year-old future President George W. Bush marries 33-year-old Laura Welch at the First
United Methodist Church in her hometown of Midland, Texas.

1994:
George Foreman, age 45, becomes boxing’s oldest heavyweight champion when he
defeats 26-year-old Michael Moorer in the 10th round of their WBA fight in Las Vegas.

WIRELESS ● Continued from 1
with it.
With the upgrade, residents in USC dormitories should
be able to access wireless Internet throughout the buildings.
Right now, residents can receive coverage in common areas,
but South said this upgrade should include wireless coverage
to individual rooms.
Currently, the new Honors College dorm and West Quad
are the only residence halls that offer wireless coverage all
over. South said this is because these dorms are the newest on
campus.
Sims resident Katie Kortier said she always has to use her
Ethernet cable in her room because the current wireless
system has never worked for her.
The change is something students have been looking
forward to for a long time. When the wireless upgrade
extends to Sims next week, Kortier said she will definitely take
advantage.
“It’s going to be so much easier,” Kortier said.
Next week’s upgrade won’t just help students with Wi-Fi
on their computers but should also help cell phone traffic
on campus. Cell phones with Internet capability, such as
BlackBerries and iPhones, will be able to run faster as well,
Hogue said.
According to USC’s Web site, the logon process should be
the same for the new Wi-Fi hotspots. Students will still use
the “uscstudent” wireless name to access wireless.
For more information about USC’s wireless, visit uts.sc.edu/
wireless.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

USC Wi-Fi
Upgrade Tentative
Schedule
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Nov. 10 to 13

Flinn Hall
Maxcy College
Strom Thurmond
Wellness & Fitness
Center
Barnwell College
Sims
Hamilton College
West Quad (A-D)
South Quad
East Quad
John Welsh
Humanities office
& classroom
building
Roost (E)

Don’t Worry!
Prevent
P
revent the
th
he spread
d of H1N1 & seasonal flu
IF YOU’RE SICK,

CALL THE HEALTH CENTER
FIRST FOR INTRUCTIONS.

Nov. 16 to 20

Bates House (A-C)
Bates West
Close/Hipp
Building
• 1600 Hampton St
• Gambrell Hall

Nov. 23

• South Tower

Stay healthy this flu season. Get informed about H1N1
and seasonal flu. Find out how to help prevent getting or spreading
the flu or what to do if you or someone you know gets sick.

www.sc.edu/flu
(803) 777.3658
University of South Carolina Student Health Services

SENATE ● Continued from 1
said.
But multiple senators, including Sen.
Andrew Graczyk, said the bill serves no
purpose.
“The reason we have the committees is
so we don’t bring everything to the floor of
the Senate,” the third-year physics student
said. “We run the risk of canceling out the
entire need of having the committee.”
L a s t m o nt h , M o r g a n H e n l e y, a n
applicant for the position of Secretary of
Environmental Affairs, was denied a place
in Student Government by the Committee
of Environmental Affairs.
Henley’s nomination has been shrouded
in controversy. Initially, the Powers and
Responsibilit y committee inter viewed
Henley and found her unqualified for the
position.
Senate leadership then realized it had
mangled the process, and the nomination
was sent to the Environmental Affairs
committee for consideration. Henley was
once again voted down.

“She was definitely qualified for the
position,” Ross said. “I’m still unclear as to
why she was voted down.”
During the weeks of the application
process, Henley began work with various
env i ron ment a l g roups a nd met w it h
different leaders on campus, Ross said.
Ross has now given Henley an unpaid
staff position in the executive branch and
praised her for her ongoing projects.
Sen. K ate A llison, t he chair woman
of t he Env ironmental A f fairs, wasn’t
at Wednesday’s meeting and could not
be reached for comment by The Daily
Gamecock.
Henley said the interview went well,
but she thinks the Senate “wanted their
own person.” An application from current
Sen. Liz Elliott for the position has been
received by Ross, but it’s not clear whether
or not Elliott will actually become the
next secretary.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

SENATE QUICK HITS
•

All four bills for debate during Wednesday night’s Senate session were brought by Sen.
Matt Ungar, leading Ungar to chastise other Senators for not being more involved.

•

“I’ve been up here four times, and that’s uncalled for,” Ungar said. “I want every
Senator to find something they’re passionate about and make a change.”

•

Two of Ungar’s bills were passed unanimously by the body. The fi rst re-allocated
money in Student Government’s budget, which is fairly common for the body during
the year. His second piece of legislation asked the University to improve the quality of
intersections on campus, saying student safety could be drastically improved.

Visit us online

@

www.thedailygamecock.com
Look out for our
available at
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1512 Wayne St • In the Vista • 799.7571

tomorrow!
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GUEST COLUMNIST
AT&T brings reliable
campus-wide Internet ‘Opt-out’ makes bill pointless
The USC campus will be taking a step into the 21st
century this week as University Technology Services
begins updating the wireless Internet available on campus.
The plan is to have USC completely equipped with
wireless Internet by August 2010. The new configuration,
facilitated by AT&T, will have the entire campus on one
central system, compared to the current system where
individual buildings are on individual wireless networks.
This sw itch should
make logging on much
It seems USC e a s i e r f o r s t u d e n t s
who will no longer be
is working hard on required to sign into
a d i f f e r e nt ne t wo r k
epending on t he
many projects, from dbuilding
they are in.
A lso, t he pla n w ill
dorms to Innovista to make wireless Internet
not on ly available in
wireless Internet. c o m m o n a r e a s , b u t
also in individual dorm
rooms a nd a reas of
campus that have never had wireless Internet at all.
Although the schedule for updates is tentative, it is
exciting to know convenient and full coverage wireless
Internet is fi nally coming to USC.
The University has been talking about updating the
wireless capabilities for years now, and it is relieving and
exciting to see them fi nally following through.
Though some could argue it has taken too long, don’t
forget that USC is a historic campus and the age of
buildings has presented some difficulties.
Laying out a wireless system for an entire campus is a
lot different than buying a router for your room and just
hooking it up. By hiring AT&T, the University is showing
that they want the project not just done, but done right, so
that by August 2010 we will have a system that students
can rely on to run flawlessly and consistently.
It seems USC is working hard on many projects, from
dorms to Innovista to wireless Internet, all to improve
our University’s caliber.
A lt hough some of t hese projects have been more
successf ul t han ot hers (cough-Innovista-cough) we
should be proud to know we attend a University that is
constantly striving to improve itself.

Sen. Schumer’s attempt to win
bipartisan support for health care
undermines true aim of reform
Frank Avery

THIRD-YEAR POLITICAL SCIENCE
AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES STUDENT

On Sunday morning — Oct. 25th, 2009 —
Democratic Senator Chuck Schumer of New
York announced his and the Democratic
party’s intentions to end the opportunity for
a federal health care program.
Of course, this isn’t what was literally
said, but when one examines the outcome of
their proposal, it may become obvious that
it is, in effect, what was proposed. When
asked by moderator David Gregory if the
fi nal proposed health care bill would have
a “public option,” the Senator responded,
“I believe [Democratic Majority] Leader
[Harry] Reid is leaning strongly to putting a
... state opt-out public option in the bill.”
If Democrats around the country were
not screaming at their television sets, they
were hopefully phoning Senator Schumer’s
and Reid’s offices respectively to voice their
angst. As some would say, the Democrats
want to have their cake and eat it, too.
The “opt-out” clause leads back to the
main problems that brought it on the table.
Approximately one in 10 Americans at the
moment are unemployed, and therefore do
not have employer-fi nanced health care or
do not have the financial means to afford a
personal plan.
In t urn, one in 10 A mericans need
a low-cost affordable option. Many of
these unemployed, financially stricken
and uninsured are in red states, and the
Democrats need their “red” leaders to vote
to support the bill. So they will appease their
Republican counterparts and compromise.
They will tell them they can “opt-out”
from this bill. Republican leaders will then
support it, no longer fearing pressure to
spend large sums of money on a program
they disagree with. Likewise, Democrats

will get a “universal health care” bill not only
passed, but passed with bipartisan support.
They’ll have their cake and eat it, too, or
so they think.
If this plan passes with an “opt-out” clause
in it for states, the Democrats will harm
their constituencies more than they will help
it. They celebrate bipartisan support on a
bill that gives “health care to all,” though in
reality they will be further alienating those
they intended to help.
With fiscally conservative Congressmen,
Senators and Governors in one of the
poorest yet most “conservative” regions of
the country, the Southeast will gladly pass
the proposed bill, then quickly make use of
their right to “opt-out.” But as shown by an
August 2009 Gallup poll, five of the 10 states
with the highest amount of citizens without
health care are in the Southeast, and no state
from the South is in the top 10 with the least
amount of citizens uninsured. Once these
states “opt-out,” they will simply remain in
the same position. Worse yet, those who
depended on a national health care plan will
be alienated twice as badly as they were prior
to any help, by their conservative local and
state representation and by their national
Democratic representation. So my question
is, what’s the point?
So at t he moment, t he Democrat ic
message seems simple: Harry Reid and
Chuck Schumer need their “bipartisan”
bill more than you need a doctor. Federal
legislation on life or death topics that allows
a state to withdraw isn’t worth the paper
it is written on. Instead, it is a testament
to how much more important it is as a
politician to appear compassionate toward
their colleagues’ positions and how foolish
they believe their constituents to be. But the
fact is, too many in this country aren’t that
foolish, and too many demand substance
from their leaders, not just a handshake.
Instead, with such a ridiculous proposal,
Senators Reid and Schumer are just going
to fi nd they exemplify the symbol of their
party: the ass.

Maxiumum effort in classroom equals success
Doing more than just passing can
offer unepected rewards for students,
leads to more opportunity
Entering my freshman year of college, I was
nervous and afraid of failure.
High school was a breeze because I relied mainly
on basic intelligence to receive my diploma.
Coming into college, I worried about having to
actually work to succeed in the classroom.
Now in my third year of collegiate studies, I’ve
realized that doing only as much as one needs to do
to get by probably isn’t the best idea.
Constantly I’m faced with the opportunity to
slack off in class, to do only the minimum effort
required to get a decent grade. Despite these

temptations to recess into the world of mediocrity,
I’ve managed to accumulate a better than mediocre
GPA and acquire a good bit of knowledge about my
field and the world around me.
I can honestly say that by forcing
myself to put the maximum effort
into my studies, I’ve gained so much
more back from the classes I’ve taken,
no matter how difficult the course or
impossible the teacher seemed.
The thing I took away from those
classes — other than the reward of
Michael
Wunderlich achieving a high grade — was that I
Third-year
pushed myself to make the maximum
broadcast
effort and in return got the most out
journalism
of that class.
student
By throwing yourself completely
into whatever you’re involved with, you come away
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IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

CORRECTIONS

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about it.
E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu.

a much more satisfied individual.
It could be that you’re just going through the
motions when you’re interacting with people, that
it’s almost like you’re reading off a script because it’s
become so lifeless to socialize with others.
Really trying isn’t hard to do, unless you don’t
know that you’re not trying at all.
I feel more often than not that I myself am going
through the motions, but during those times I know
that I’ve pushed myself to give my absolute all in any
situation, I walk away with a sense of satisfaction
that can only come from giving a maximum effort.
It may take longer than you’d like, but instant
gratification is overrated and for the weak.
Try putting some heart into what you do, and
reap the benefits.

The Republ ica n pa r t y
wins two governorships and
they think they’ve undone
President Obama and his
agenda. However — to be
fair — my party of choice
really needs to do a better
job of recr u it i ng a nd
nominating governorships
before this blip becomes a
major thorn in the side of
the Democrats.
For example, in
V i rg i n ia, Creigh Deeds
and Governor-Elect Bob
McDonnell ran for office
before McDonnell shut him
down in the gubernatorial
elec t ion t here Tue sday.
McDonnell won that race,
too. In this race, I believe
that the main factor here was
that Deeds did not campaign
on h is ow n lau rels (nor
did Gov. Corzine in New
Jersey), but needed President
Obama’s political chops to
spare him.
O ne t h i n g
is lost on
b ot h p a r t ie s
t hese days:
all polit ics
a re loca l. 60
percent of
Austin
New Jersey
Jackson
voters and
Second-year
55 percent of
political
Virginia voters
science
responded
student
that these
governors’
races had nothing to do with
t he president, and many
voters in both states were
worried about the economy.
Their states economy.
The way to get t he
Democratic base to
support you is to show the
public that you’re helping
solve pert inent problems
responsibly and ethically.
Democrats, we’ve got a long
way to go.
Now the loser’s galler y
also picked up some
Republ ica ns on Tuesday
night, too. Conser vat ive
t h ird-par t y ca nd idate
Doug Hof f m a n lo st h is
congressional race to Bill
Owens, who would become
the first Democrat to win the
23rd Congressional District
of New York since the 1890s.
W hen Sarah Palin, Newt
Gingrich and what I call
the “tea set” run out the
Republican candidate for not
being conservative enough
— although said-candidate
wasn’t elected by Republican
voters in that district, but
selected by GOP leadership
there and a primary should
have occurred — it’s become
official: the RNC lost the
“big tent.” It’s time to find
it. I suggest looking in New
Jersey or Virginia.
T he D e m o c r at s ne e d
to find their base, and the
Republicans need to find the
“big tent” again.
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“For every moment of triumph, for every instance
of beauty, many souls must be trampled.”
— Hunter S. Thompson
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5 things we’re
obsessing
about
APE
T
X
this
MI
week.
Colin Jones

THE MIX EDITOR

“The Men
Who Stare At
Goats”
Is there anything wackier than a
story about psychics trained to be
American soldiers and called Jedi
warriors? The fact that it is based
on a true story could possibly
add another element all together.
Drawn from the book of the same
name by journalist Jon Ronson,
the film to be released on Friday
stars Ewan McGregor and George
Clooney. Here Clooney steps out
from his typical straight-man role
to inhabit the character of Lyn
Cassady, a psychic soldier sent on
one last mission. Cassady drags
journalist Bob Wilton, played by
McGregor, along for the psychotic
ride through conspiracies and
Middle Eastern landscapes.

New York
Times
Almanac 2010
Have you ever wanted to know
comprehensive facts on every
state, or how the US Postal
System works? Well, probably
not, but this Almanac released by
the grey lady has all the facts fit
to print and more. Released every
year, the almanac may seem
like a boring guide to equally
boring topics, but it turns out
that it can be useful for a number
of applications. From papers to
besting your friends at bar room
trivia, the uses are endless. Or
you could just use it as a coffee
table book to make yourself look
intelligent.

Alec
Ounsworth”Mo Beauty”
Quivering voices and acoustic
guitars abound on this solo debut
from Clap Your Hands Say Yeah’s
lead singer. Recorded ent irely
in New Orleans and with local
favorites — like Galactic’s Stanton
Moore and The Meters’ George
Porter Jr. — Ounsworth takes a
different road from his previous
projects. At times he seems almost
hushed and subdued on a track like
“Holy, Holy, Holy Moses (Song for
New Orleans).” But the raucous
side of Ounsworth still shines
through the cracks and comes in
on cuts “Modern Girl” and “South
Philadelphia (Drug Days).”

The New
Orleans Bingo!
Show

H1N1
Vaccines
F i n a l l y, a f t e r m o n t h s o f
waiting for sweet relief from the
pandemic sweeping the nation like
Beatlemania and leaving teenaged
girls weak-kneed, the vaccines
have arrived. And did we mention
they are free at Russell House and
there are no needles required this
time around? For the next few
weeks, students will line up in
hopes of never getting the dreaded
swine f lu. The Mix and others
have even taken it upon themselves
to go and get the vaccine on the
first day. This round of vaccines
is almost all-nasal spray style; so
there are no excuses for you avoid
the flu vaccine, well, like the flu.

While The Mix saw this troupe of neovaudevillian madmen and women in 2006
at Bonnaroo, our visit to New Orleans
last weekend for Voodoo reaffirmed their
dubious insanity. One part bingo parlor
and another part musical cabaret show
make up this Louisiana-based musical
experience. Led by showman and multiinstrumentalist Clint Madegan, the
band chugs through songs while surging
through the crowd with interactive parts
that dazzle and intrigue simultaneously.
Every few songs, the group stops and a
running bingo show begins. This weaving
of show and crowd give the Bingo Show
that lasting factor that has made them
an unusual hit at festivals and in New
Orleans.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

NC-based Avett Brothers play
with new style on latest album
track, where the swaying
d ie s of t he pi a no
Group’s major label melo
harmonize with the lush
vocals f rom bot h Scot t
debut succeeds
and Seth Avett. The band
c a r r ie s t h is roma nt ic
f lavor throughout
Mary Cathryn Armstrong
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
t he a lbu m. “Ja nua r y
Wedding” and “Laundry
Room” a re b ot h s weet
The Avett Brothers
love songs that rely upon
simple ly rics, clean-cut
“I and Love and You”
melodies and repetition
★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
from strings and piano to
Record: American Recordings craft beautiful harmonies.
There are on ly t wo
t rack s on t he albu m
W hen t he Avett
where the Avett Brothers
Brothers made the move
really sink their teeth into
t o m aj o r r e c o r d l a b e l
t he old-fash ioned footA mer ica n Record i ng s
stompers familiar to fans.
under the wing of
“K ick Dr u m Hea r t ” is
legendary producer Rick
perhaps the most pop-like
Rubin, many fans feared
song on the album, with an
t hat t he Sout her n t r io
infectious beat that fuses
w o u l d l o s e t h e g r it t y
both piano and the thump
folk sou nd t hat had
of t he k ic k d r u m i nto
rooted them in the music
what is sure to become the
community for so long.
catchiest song from the
With the release of “I
album. “Slight Figure of
and Love and You,” the
Speech” is a high-spirited
Avet t Brot hers debut a
song w it h a n energet ic
new t y pe of fol k-rock .
buzz t hat rides high on
A lt hough t here is a
blends of cowbell, drums,
ma rked absence of t he
g u it a r a nd back g rou nd
b a n d ’s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c
singing that give the vibe
banjo in most tracks, the
of a 1960s pop song. And a
Avetts have found a new
good one at that.
g r o ove i n t he s o a r i n g
The band proves t hat
piano ballads that drive
they are still as emotional
the majority of the album.
as ever on “I a nd Love
T he t it le t rack , “I
a n d Yo u .” T h e A v e t t
a nd L ove a nd You ,” is
Brot hers have always
unquestionably the best
been known to carve song

Microbiology
changes perception
of life, identity

Courtesy of The Avett Brothers

The Avett Brothers release impressive “I and Love and You.”
t he me s f r o m p e r s o n a l
reflection upon love, loss
and family values. No one
album makes t his more
apparent than “I and Love
and You.” The band has
stripped away the excess
and has replaced it with
provo c at ive yet gent le
b a l l a d s . “ T h e Pe r f e c t
Space” is a fitting example
of such ref lect ion, wit h
hy pnot izing har mon ies
and an unexpected shift in
the middle of the song that
lightens the tone, if only
for a brief moment. “Ill
Wit h Want” is anot her
p owe r f u l l y p a s s io n at e
ditty of personal conf lict

with a slow moving piano
temp o a nd a h au nt i ng
echo.
The album f lows
b e t w e e n t w o s e p a r at e
genres: one part t hat is
focused upon love and the
other that is entrenched
in personal issues. “A nd
It Spread” is a smoot h
song that tells of love lost
and then regained, while
“Tin Man” focuses upon
the lack of emotion and
feel i ng. However, bot h
of t hese t hemes feed
beautifully off each other,
with each song linking in
AVETT ● 7

I n t he m idd le of t he
eighteenth century, Darwin
published “On The Origin
of Species”
and the whole
world changed.
Quite literally,
p e o p l e ’ s
comprehension
of how the
world worked Josh Call
w a s a l t e r e d . Fouth-year interW h a t m a y disciplinary
student
seem like
log ica l sense
t o mo s t of u s now w a s
completely new and radical
then.
T h i s
h a p p e n s
occasionally: a thinker or
a sc ient ist come s a long
with an idea that changes
ou r whole out look on
ou rselves a nd ou r place
in the world. This is what
is commonly referred to
a s a pa rad ig m sh if t , a n
idea that originated from
t he h istor ia n of science
T homa s Ku h n. W h i le
paradigm shifts normally
refer to t he prac t ice of
science, occasionally
paradigm shifts in science
will be so significant that
they elicit a broader shift
i n t he c o m mo n w a y of

thinking.
Now t he r e a r e a f e w
scientists and thinkers who
are trying to shift our world
view again to one that is
radically dif ferent f rom
the common conceptions
about identit y, death and
nature. Most notable are
t he m icrobiolog ist s a nd
popu la r sc ience w r iters
Ly nn Marg ulis and
Dorion Sagan (the son and
former wife of the popular
astrophysicist Carl Sagan).
A s m icrobiolog ist s,
Margulis and Sagan have
a d i f f e r e nt c o n c e p t io n
of t he world and of life:
where we see whole beings,
they see conglomerates of
m il l ions a nd bil l ions of
little organisms work ing
in tandem to make complex
beings. Their conception of
life is one based on complex
ecologies built from t he
bot tom up t h rough t he
most microscopic forms of
life.
What are we? If we look
at it on t he microscopic
sca le, we a re not h i ng
more than a conglomerate
of billions of cells, each
ca r r y i ng out i nd iv idua l
processes. These cel ls
come and go and are cycled
t h roughout ou r l ives so
that we will not have any
of the same physical matter
that we had ten years ago.
These cells are
CELLS ● 7
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some way to the last. It is obvious
that the Avetts have poured as
much if not more heart and soul
into “I and Love and You” than
previous works.
Whereas previous albums have
been ripe w it h rough c ut s of
finger-picking jams and howling
vocals, t he new sou nd is less

CELLS ● Continued from 6
interdependent, yes, but billions
of little microbes that are not
part of our cells also reside in
us, and we cannot live without
them. It is estimated that around
10 percent of our mass comes
from such microbes and that if
they were removed, we would die
within a matter of a few weeks.
These things we call “germs” are
actually essential to our life.
W it h t h is out look , we a re
forced to reconsider identit y.
W hen we say “I” what are we
referring to? Are we referring to
these cells? But they constantly
c ycle t h rough, a re shed a nd
lost daily. Do we exclude these
m ic rob e s t h at help k e ep u s
alive? Indeed, this “I” seems to
be nothing more than a series
of processes that derive their
identit y only through the fact
that they are continuous.
What is death then? It may be
the end of one process — what
we call consciousness — but
everything else about our bodies
cont i nues to move on; t hese
cells begin to break down, our
microbes thrive and move on
and this matter that forms us
is taken and used in new life,
new processes. I n t h is v iew,

st r umming and more melody.
And while it is fair to say that “I
and Love and You” is the most
mainstream of Avett albums, this
is not necessarily a bad thing. This
transition marks the maturation
of a band that has been traveling
the circuit as simply another folk
band with an incredible live show.
Some may think that the band
has combed their hair, cut their

nails and moved away from their
folk roots, but “I and Love and
You” truly showcases the band’s
versatility and ability to be both
boldly energetic and strikingly
mellow in the same hand.

de at h b e come s not h i ng but
another step in a cycle, and our
privileged position as separate
entities begins to blur.
W h y a r e w e s o d i f f e r e nt
a ny ways? W hat separates us
from nature? If we are merely a
conglomerate of processes, how
can we claim such separation,
s u c h u n iq ue ne s s? M a r g u l i s
and Sagan want to claim that
ever y t h ing hu ma ns do, even
using technology, is completely
natural. After all, beavers build
dams, mollusks build shells and
t rees bu i ld protec t ive shel ls
a rou nd t hei r acor ns — t hey
a l l a re u si ng t he i n a n i m ate
objects around them for their
ow n pu r pose. We si mply do
the same: nothing we do can or
does violate the laws of nature.
With this idea, the distinction
between natural and artificial
m e lt s a w a y. W h e n hu m a n s
s y nt he s i z e a ne w c hem ic a l ,
we have merely incorporated
into ourselves, nat urally, t he
processes that other forms of
life use to produce t he same
chemicals. Margulis and Sagan,
whose work is highly involved
in evolutionar y microbiolog y,
point out that all forms of life
create new processes — we just
create more than any other has

before. Even the creation of new
elements is a natural trend that
we have merely continued.
But t his perspect ive also is
tied up in the concept to of Gaia
theory. If we view ourselves as
complex systems and processes
built up by billions of smaller
components, we can also think
of our whole planet as one being
that self-regulates. Therefore,
Margulis and Sagan declare that,
despite the naturalness of our
human technologies, if we throw
the homeostasis (the balance) of
the world off, we could destroy it
just like a bacterium might throw
off our balance and destroy us.
T he i mpl ic at ion s of t he se
thoughts are too much to capture
in one article, but these are the
t houghts of t he f ut ure. They
are gradually changing the way
we view the world. If you have
not heard them before, you will
hear them again. This is the next
paradigm of t hought and life
upon us. If any of this piqued
your interest, feel free to pick
up “Dazzle Gradually” by Lynn
Margulis and Dorion Sagan.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

NEW START FOR NERSHI
String Cheese Incident
guitarist starts own band
Michael Deeds
MCT Campus

There were a couple of big
reasons why the String Cheese
Incident parked its tour bus for
good in summer 2007, halting a
decade-long run for one of the
jam-band scene’s biggest bands.
Understandably, the musicians
needed a break from 14 years of
hard touring — and, well, from
each other.
But for singer-guitarist Bill
Nershi, the Colorado group’s
g ray-bearded, u nof f icial
f r o nt m a n , t her e w a s a l s o a
pressing creative issue.
“The direction of the music
in String Cheese was defi nitely
going away from my interests,”
Nershi explained by phone last
week, heading from Durango,
Colo., to Los Angeles, with his
new Emmitt-Nershi Band.
“As an acoustic guitar player,
I’m a l it t le out of my dept h
when the music moves toward
electronica,” Nershi continued.
“It’s just like, ‘Well, I guess this
is cool. But, you k now, as an
acoustic guitar player, I’m not
sure what my role is. Or even if
I have a role anymore in some of
this music.’”
T h at conc er n i s a d i st a nt
memor y now. A f t er le av i ng
St ring Cheese, Nershi found
a like-minded musical soul in
D re w E m m it t , vo c a l i s t a nd
ma ndol i n ex t raord i na i re for
Leftover Salmon. A long with
bassist Tyler Grant and banjo
player Andy Thorn, Emmitt and
Nershi crank out one specialty:
bluegrass, t he improvisat ionfriendly, newgrass kind.
Mou nt a i n music a lway s
was a key element i n t he
fusion approach of the String
Cheese Incident, as well as the
bluegrassier Leftover Salmon.
But w it h ot her members
contributing disparate musical
influences, particularly in String

Courtesy of Bill Nershi

Guitarist Bill Nershi has joined forces with Leftover Salmon’s Drew Emmitt.

Cheese, it wasn’t the focus.
Emmitt and Nershi had been
hoping to work together for the
past f ive or six years, Nershi
said. After finally holing up in
a friend’s house in Estes Park,
Colo., t hey wrote an album’s
worth of songs in three days and
realized they truly clicked as
musicians.
Since disbanding, the String
Cheese Incident has reunited
for a couple of special concerts.
But most ly, Nersh i sa id, h is
p o s t- C h e e s e l i f e h a s b e e n
about spending time with his
fam ily and enjoy ing t he new
collaboration with Emmitt.
“ It ’s g r e at . We’r e h a v i n g
the time of our lives,” Nershi
said. “We didn’t know when we
started playing if this was going
to be a long-term thing or not.
But I t h i n k t hat ma k i ng t he
album together has really shown
us that, ‘Hey, this is something
that is really working and is a
really worthwhile project to keep
doing.’ So the album has really
changed our perspective. And,
hopef ully, it w ill change t he
perspective of the people that
listen to it.”
Rele a sed on Sept . 29, t he
11-song “New Country Blues”
will sound familiar to longtime
fans. Nershi and Emmitt each
re-recorded a song from their

better-known groups: the upbeat
“Restless Wind” from String
Cheese, and the uplifting “This
is t he Ti me” f rom L ef tover
Salmon. The CD’s title track
also may remind diehards of an
old Leftover Salmon-covered
bluegrass classic called “I Ain’t
Gonna Work Tomorrow.” The
playing level on the CD is high,
but not overtly flashy. Concerts,
however, could be a different
stor y. E m m it t i s a smok i ng
mandolin player. And Grant, the
group’s bassist, also happens to
be the 2008 National Flatpicking
Champion.
Being a bluegrass group, the
Emmit t-Nershi Band doesn’t
have a drummer. But the acoustic
instruments create a rhythmic
punch t hat can be “prett y in
your face at times,” Nershi said.
“This band def initely gives
me incent ive to pract ice,” he
added. “There’s a lot of really
hot picking going on.”
A s ex pec ted, t he E m m it tNer s h i B a nd i s p er f or m i n g
for much smaller crowds than
String Cheese did at its peak.
Nershi says he’s enjoying the
opportunity to sign CDs, meet
fans and gig on a more personal
level.
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‘Precious’ actress
Mo’Nique receives
approving reviews
Comedian stands out
in dramatic role
as cruel mother
Roger Moore
MCT Campus

The reviews are so gushy that
t hey’d have to go straight to
your head. For the comic actress
Mo’Nique, “Precious,” opening
in theaters across the country
in November, has become the
classic “big break,” that once-ina-lifetime star turn that changes
a career.
A s M a r y, t h e m o n s t r o u s
mot her of t he obese, abused
and preg nant teen Precious,
Mo’Nique is “Medusa-like,”
giving “tremendous life to this
dead soul,” Anthony Lane wrote
in The New Yorker.
She is “c r uelt y i nc a r nate.
It’s an astonishingly powerful
per for ma nce,” Dua ne By rge
raved in The Holly wood
Reporter.
It’s “an electrifying, positively
Oscar-wort hy performance,”
Rex Reed declared in The New
York Observer.
A nd t he phone is r i ng i ng
for the big, black, sassy-andproud act ress born Monique
Imes, who became so singular
a talent that she’s been able to
go by Mo’Nique for her entire
p r of e s s io n a l c a r e e r. But i s
she happy about all this? She
wouldn’t be Mo’Nique if it was
all icing on the cake.
“My phone IS ringing, but you
know what? They’re not calling
me to offer me parts. They’re
calling me for auditions! Me!
‘Come in for a meeting! Come
in and audition! Would you read
for us?’ What is up with that?
Don’t they believe that’s me up
there?”
She laughs.
“I guess I surprised them too
much.”
At 41, after years of standup comedy, making her name
for plus-sized laughs on stage,
on TV and in books (“Skinny
Women Are Evil”) and stealing
scenes out from under the likes
of Martin Lawrence (“Welcome
Home, Roscoe Jenk ins”) and
Keira K nightley (“Domino”),
t he a lway s- sc a r y Mo’ Nique
has moved f ront a nd center
by delivering a horror moviewor t hy per for m a nce i n t he
middle of an intimate tragedy of
poverty and lovelessness.
“Wait a minute. Do I scare
you, baby? My comedies are
supposed to be funny! Which
one s h ave you come out of
scared? Ain’t nobody supposed
to be scared of me except for
skinny women!”
Mo’Nique started her working
life as a phone sex operator,
drif ted into comedy and has
never looked back. She’d worked
with “Precious” director Lee
Daniels, coincidentally playing
a character named “Precious,” in
his earlier flop “Shadowboxer.”
But when he called this time, “I
jumped. Didn’t have to think for

Courtesy of Lionsgate films

Mo’Nique stars in “Precious,”
an intense and disturbing film.
a second, because this woman? I
know her. And Lee Daniels, he
didn’t make me audition!”
Her research?
“I didn’t have to do research. I
was abused by my older brother
and my parents didn’t really
believe me, either, just like in
this movie. I don’t know why.
W hy would I lie about t hat?
( Essence Magazine reported
that this brother was later sent
to prison for 15 years for sex
crimes with another girl). That
was all the research I needed. I
lived it.
“So I know Mary. She’s seen
what’s going on, or she’s aware of
it. She’s not turning a blind eye.
She’s mentally ill. She blames
the victim. You see, that’s why I
think she’s scary. You’re used to
people like this being put in an
institution. When you’re poor,
people like that can be your next
door neighbors.”
“P rec iou s ,” a n i nd ie f i l m
t hat Opra h a nd Tyler Per r y
have joi ned as producers to
ensure that the public sees it
a nd t hat t he nat ion’s cr it ics
are embracing, is important,
Mo’Nique says. “Because of
what it makes us see. Poverty is
ugly. If people respond to this
movie, it’s because of what we
haven’t let ourselves see this the
past few years. People like this
are out there among us. These
are two overweight, poor black
women in Harlem. Would you
have given them a thought if
they weren’t in a movie? Nuhuh. This movie is about how
long we’ve gone without looking
at pover t y. Th is happens i n
America, baby, and poor people
don’t go away just because you
pretend you don’t see them.”
Days on this heavy, heavy set
in between takes were lightened,
she says, with music and dancing
and “crab legs and partying. It
had to be that way. No way we
could live with these characters
after work.”
She left “Precious” behind
a n d w e nt b a c k t o T V a n d
f ilm comedy, pract ici ng t he
ar t she’s mastered, of bei ng
comically scary. But being truly
frightening? It’s all an act, right?
“If I’m scary, baby, it means I
got my way, doesn’t it?”

@
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www. dailygamecock .com

Onsite Monogramming & Complimentary Gift Wrap
(corner of Main & Gervais St)
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Sat 10-3
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The Scene
USC

Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

ONLY IN DREAMS, HELLO
TOMORROW, MEMES, SLEEPY
EYE GIANT
7:30 p.m., $7
New Brookland Tavern, 122
State St.

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

TODAY

Spurned ● By Jarad Greene

TOMORROW

SÉRAPHINE
3, 5:30 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

TELEPATH, AGOBI PROJECT
8 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

KENNELY YOUNG
8 p.m., $3
The White Mule, 1530 MAIN ST.

GREGORY ALLEN ISAKOV
8 p.m., $8
The White Mule, 1530 MAIN ST.

LIISA SALOSA ARI JASINKI PRESENTS OIL
Paintings, 2006 - 2009
Gallery 80808/Vista Studios

MIXXD DJ DANCE NITE
8 p.m., Free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

HOROSCOPES

11/5/09

1234567890-=
ARIES Other people
appear to agree with you
early in the day. Follow
that path and inject your
own insight. Imagination
moves work forward.
TAU RUS

W hat
you say directly affects
what you get. Optimistic
words result in delightful
conversation.

GEMINI You have
the facts. Turn them into
w i s do m t h r ou g h y ou r
a c t io n s . G o o d r e s u lt s
appear certain.
C A N C E R Say
what’s on your mind early
in the day. Then follow
directions from others. It’s
a win-win situation.

LEO A family member
tells you a secret in the
morning. By af ternoon
you’ve imagined all sorts of
ramifications. Check your
facts.
V IRGO

W hat
you hear today changes
your thinking regarding
relat ionships. A sibling
needs your support now
more than ever.

L I BR A

Wr a p u p
a project or catch up on
phone calls and e-mails.
This makes room in your
thinking for new ideas.

SCORPIO Change
is in the air. Be sure you
jump on the bus before
it leaves t he st at ion.
Destination uncertain.

SAGIT TARIUS
Speak now. You’ve thought
long enough. Your ideas
cont a i n t he essence of
healing and joy.

C A PR ICOR N
Tack le er r a nds w it h i n
your neighborhood and
save longer t r ips for
l at er. P u r c h a s e l iq u id
refreshments.

AQUA RIUS You
feel extra lucky today. Is it
just a feeling? Maybe you
can test the water and buy
a lottery ticket.
P I S C E S Wa r m
feelings should be shared.
If you bottle this stuff, give
samples to all your closest
family and friends.

11/5/09

Solution from 11/4/09

ACROSS
1 Even more
saccharine
8 Top trump
11 Educ. group
14 Baltic republic
15 Advanced deg.
16 Actor Torn
17 Start of Abram
Chasins quote
18 “The Bells”
poet
19 Tenth mo.
20 Replace
padding
21 Like some
humor
23 Dental exam?
24 Commotions
25 Colorful
salamander
28 Part 2 of quote
32 Biol. or chem.
35 Bring up
36 Supermarket
passageway
37 Synagogue
singer
39 I’m all ears!
40 Be part of the
cast of
41 Less common
44 Actor Mineo
45 Part 3 of quote
48 Withered
49 Game point
situation
50 Night hunters
54 Compared, as
costs
56 Uproarious
commotion
58 According to
60 Blue hue
61 End of quote
62 Corrida call
63 Director Spike
64 Stored fodder
65 LAX setting
66 UFO crew
67 Some hunting

dogs
DOWN
1 Subway system
2 Theater worker
3 Inscribed pillar
4 Inspirational
discourse
5 Privy to
6 Hibernia
7 “Norma __”
8 OK
9 Take one from
Column B
10 Idyllic place
11 Puts through a
procedure
12 Muscle spasm
13 Well-suited
21 Wedding
exchange
22 Indigenous
Canadian
24 The Greatest
26 Novelist Cather
27 Immune syst.
component
29 Maine college
town
30 Egypt and Syr.,

Solution for 11/4/09

once
31 Native New
Zealander
32 Skeedaddles
33 Hidden hoard
34 Give meaning
to
38 Specialized
clock
39 __ Moines, IA
41 Overnight
ﬂights
42 In the center of
43 Launch, as a

program
46 Cacophony
47 Calm yourself!
51 Complete
52 Rod of tennis
53 Molts
55 Man or Dogs
56 Make a point?
57 Throw out
58 Soft drink
59 Ernie of golf
61 Word of
agreement
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USC opens season with exhibition
Gamecocks to face off
against Kentucky Wesleyan
in preseason tune-up
Chris Bilko

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Fall brings many things to Columbia
— cold air, shorter days and the return of
Gamecock basketball.
Tonight at 7 p.m. the Gamecocks will
face-off against Kentucky Wesleyan in an
exhibition game that will be used a warmup before the regular season starts next
Friday. This is the second straight year that
USC has started the season by facing the
Panthers.
“It’s hard to believe that November is
here and it is time to throw it up,” USC
coach Darrin Horn said. “I think our guys
are excited to play. No matter how hard you
practice, there is nothing like getting under
the lights and getting in a game situation.”
Scor i ng shou ld not be a n is sue for
the Gamecocks this year as the team is
returning 78 percent of their scoring from
last season, including star senior guard
Devan Downey. Downey, who was named
to the preseason All-SEC first-team, led the
squad in scoring last year with 19.8 points
per game.
Looking to pick up some of the slack
scoring wise — what with the loss of guard
Zam Frederick to graduat ion — is t he
incoming freshman class, led by guard

Ramon Galloway. Galloway, who looks to
be incumbent point guard after Downey
graduates, will see some playing time right
off the bat.
“Ramon Galloway is a main factor in our
rotation,” Horn said. “We are counting on
him, and he is one of those guys that as a
great chance to contribute.”
Fans of a certain Lithuanian born player
may be disappointed to fi nd out that senior
forward Evaldas Baniulis will not be in
the lineup tonight because of a hamstring
injury. This is just one of the injuries that
have kept certain players out of practice.
In fact, Wednesday was the fi rst time that
the whole roster has been able to practice
together all preseason.
“Just getting ever yone out there and
trying to work with them will be good for
us to see,” Horn said. “It will give us some
feel for how we need to move forward.”
After the exhibition, the season starts
moving at a torrid pace. After the first
regular season game next Friday, Carolina
will play five games in nine days — a stretch
that will tell a lot about the team’s potential.
“The key for us will be playing with
a high level of energy.” Horn said. “The
basketball stuff we can clean up as we go
and we can improve upon, but we have to
play with a high level of energy. That’s the
stuff that we can control every night.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Sam Bennett/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Devan Downey and the USC men’s basketball team will take the floor at the Colonial Life Arena
for the first time since last season’s NIT first round game against Stephen Curry and Davidson.

Carolina looks to protect home court
Volleyball aiming for strong
finish after several injuries
Chris Bilko

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Senior defender Mario Burstein (12) and the Carolina men’s soccer team have an opportunity to
end the year on a high note in the season closing game against Memphis on Saturday night.

Soccer drives for winning mark
Men’s squad hopes
to get back above
.500 in finale
Scott Waggoner

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The USC men’s soccer
t e a m lo o k s t o e n d t h e
regular season on a good
not e a nd f i n i s h w it h a
w in n ing record when
they take on the Memphis
Tigers in Memph is t h is
Saturday night.
USC (7-7-3, 2-3-2) has
st r uggled i n t he second
half of the season, though
the team knows Saturday’s
match is a very winnable
game against t he Tigers
(6 -7-2, 2-5- 0), who have
also had t heir fair share
of m isc ue s t h is sea son.
The two teams contrast in
st yle, as Carolina prefers
to hold the ball and wait
for something to develop,
wh ile Memph is l i kes to
push the ball forward.
For the Gamecocks to be
successful, they will need

to w in t he bat t le in t he
air and gain possession off
most of the headers.
“ It ’s g o i n g t o b e
really important for our
midf ielders to win those
s e c o n d h e a d e r s ,” U S C
coach Mark Berson said.
Carolina also must play
better on the road, which
is something they haven’t
done since the beginning
of the season.
“It’s been much more
diff icult on t he road for
us,” Berson said.
USC was able to get three
wins on t he road earlier
in the season, including a
tough one at Clemson and a
come-from-behind victory
at Central Florida. But the
Gamecocks haven’t been
t he sa me road wa r r ior s
of late, losing to Nor t h
Carolina State, Davidson
a nd UA B o n t he r o a d .
They have lost four of their
last five games overall, and
coach Berson k nows his
team needs to go back to
the basics if they are going
to have any more success
this year.

“We need to go back to
the fundamentals,” Berson
sa id. “ We wa nt to work
hard as a group and focus
on doing the little things
right. If we do that, then
the big things will fall into
place.”
Though t he second
half of t he season hasn’t
gone as plan ned for t he
Gamecocks, Berson feels
t hat a w i n on Sat u rday
could alter the way he looks
back on this season.
“I n t he second half of
the season we haven’t been
able to get the results we
like,” Berson said. “It’s very
important for us to finish
the season on a strong note.
There’s a lot on the line,
in terms of us having an
opportunity to fi nish with
a winning record.”
That opport unit y w ill
come 8 p.m. Sat u rday
night.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

After sustaining a sweep on the road
last weekend courtesy of Mississippi State
and Alabama, the USC volleyball team
looks to rebound this weekend at home
against Georgia and Auburn.
This season has seen ups and downs
for the Gamecocks. The team has been
bogged down by an inconsistent lineup
during SEC play because of injuries, but
the squad is trying to make the best out
of their situation.
“I am happy wit h where we are at,
considering the circumstances,” USC
coach Ben Somera said. “I think we are
squeezing as much out of our athletes and
our practice time as we can at this point.
Physically, we are getting healthier.”
USC will be trying to gain victory this
weekend against UGA and Auburn. They
beat UGA in straight sets previously in
the season, but lost to Auburn 3-1 two
days later.
“We played really well against UGA
and beat them on the road,” Somera said.
“For us, it was our first match where
we had some kind of continuity in two
weeks. If we pass the ball well like we did
when we went there and serve tough, we
should be fi ne.”
I n t he i r p r e v iou s m at c h a g a i n s t
Auburn, the squad could not overcome
the loss of junior outside hitter Hannah
Lawing. Lawing injured her hamstring
in the middle of the match and did not
return to the lineup until two weeks later.
With one month left in the season, the
Gamecocks will be looking for some aid
in the form of familiar territory. Home
court advantage will play a big role if
USC wants to win this weekend.
“In our conference, the home court is
very important,” Somera said. “W hen
you are at home, you feel a little bit more
comfortable because you are playing in
the gym that you practice. It is as big an
advantage as you choose to make it.”
It may have been a frustrating season
so far for the Gamecocks, but the team

Zack Plum / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Junior outside hitter Hannah Lawing (6) has
given the USC volleyball team a huge boost
after returning from a hamstring injury.
must play more consistent if they want
to improve on their 12-11 overall record.
One of the most important aspects to
playing well in the last part of the season
is to stay strong mentally.
“We need to be OK where we are at
with our record,” Somera said. “That’s
going to be the toughest thing for us
coming down the stretch. We thought
we would be further along in the win
column than we are right now, but it just
hasn’t worked out because of some of the
factors that aren’t in our control.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

This Saturday — 9-11:30 a.m.

2nd Annual Darrin Horn Ladies Clinic
$10 for USC Students

All proceeds benefit the V Foundation for Cancer Research
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Apartments
Cornell Arms Apts. We have the best
kept secret in town. Call 799-1442 ask
for Glenn/Myra to found out our secret
ONLY 1BR LEFT. CALL FOR DETAILS

Roommates
F/rmmte needed for Spring 2010 Sublease! Copper Beech Flexible move in
Dec/Jan $440 Call Kara 864-483-0907
M/SEEKS/M RMMTE
1 LG rm w/ pvt BA microwave & refrig.
$450. 1 Med @ $350 - 1shared @ $185
all util cable fast DSL are incld. w/d
available. Call 397-8188.

Housing-Rent

Help Wanted
Students looking for PT work, flexible
hours, evening. No selling. Knowledge of
computers a plus. Pleasant working conditions. Call Will or David at 799-5740.
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
DOG DAZE - Hiring PT help. Need to be
able to work on some weekends and
weekday afternoons. Apply in person
M-F 8am-6pm. 7716 Garners Ferry Rd.

Help Wanted
Child Care
BABYSITTER WANTED: Occasional
nights & weekends for family with 3/boys
in NE Cola $15/hr. Call 803-420-4859.

Rooms & Apts For Rent @ USC
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Help Wanted
Instructors

Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
622 Augusta St West Cola
3BR 1BA w/d $600 Call 413-3297
2606 GERVAIS 3BR 1BA
all major appl. totally remodeled large
backyard $975 + $600 dep. 413-3297

GUITARIST NEEDS BAND
Can play Zeppelin & Hendrix email
mcgonegc@mailbox.sc.edu

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?

OLYMPIA AREA - 604 Kentucky St..
Renovated, clean 3BR 2BA house. W/D
hkups fridge stove deck $875/mo.
Call Bob 609-4897.

CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA min
from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $800.Avail now!
Call Matt 730-3980

Help Wanted
Musicians

Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..

Help Wanted
Restaurants
Banquet Servers needed.
Call 782-0082.

FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

Major credit cards accepted

